
2014 Dakota Shy wines
2014 Napa Valley 
Beautiful, complex aromas of black cherry, chocolate, herb, tobacco, mint. In the mouth this is 
dense, rich and packed with seductive fruit. Shows penetrating dark cherry, cassis, stone fruit 
flavors and layers of cocoa, caramel, blueberry and plum. The rich, textured mid palate leads 
to a long, powerful and layered finish. Delicious now but will easily improve for a decade or 
more in the cellar.

2014 Moulds Family Vineyard
Classic Moulds showing its gorgeous floral notes of violets and herbs backed with stunning 
plum and dark cherry-compote aromas. Dense and rich yet totally elegant in the mouth with 
intricate layers of flavor and texture. Baking cocoa, plum, cassis and stony kirsch-liquor notes. 
Incredible to find this combination of sophistication, complexity and layering in a single 
vineyard wine. Lush and focused, the finish draws on forever echoing the cocoa, plum and 
dark cherry flavors. Approachable now and delicious through 2030.

2014 Atlas
Classic, but beguiling aromatics of potent blackberry, cassis, dark cherry, herb and mineral. 
Powerful mouthful of sweet supple fruit, baking spices, caramel and vanilla then on to a 
remarkable lush, multifaceted texture and muscular structure. Massive and powerful, reveal-
ing its hillside birth place. The concentration, complexity and purity of the Atlas is enthralling. 
A baby that will reward decades in the cellar.
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2014 Social Currency
The Social Currency strikes an incredible balance between luxury and power. Opulent, sophis-
ticated, plush and dense with complex and powerful tiers of flavor. Intoxicating aromas range 
across mocha, cocoa, coffee, mineral and deep dark cherry notes. Silky but also incredibly 
concentrated on the palate showing layered, complex and totally compelling plum, straw-
berry compote, chocolate and coffee finishing with refined mineral and fruit notes. Serious 
but totally sensuous. Dense, powerful and plush finish that lingers on and on. This is seductive 
now but will only gain nuance and complexity with time in the cellar. 


